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CHAPTSH I
THE PROBLBH AHD BSFIHITIONS OF 1ERMS USED
The lag of an aviator has grown from a simple
transference of motor skills in its early days to a complex
and time-consuming educational process. Before the pilot of
today climbs into his aircraft, he must know not only how to
fly the plane > but also ivhat makes it fly—botn mechanically
and aerodynamically. He must be able to fly the aircraft
safely under instrument conditions! he must recognize
weath<. notaena and how they affect the flight of his
plane; he must be thoroughly versed in communication; pro-
cedures; and he must understand completely information from
dozens of other interrelated fields in order to fly hie air-
craft safely and efficiently. This, then, is the situation
confronting the new Naval Aviation Cadet. With no previous
aeronautical experience, he must—in eighteen months of
intensive training—acquire all the skills and knowledge
which v<lll enable him to take his place on America *s defense
team as a competent and effective Naval aviator.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this
study (l) to investigate the development of the audio-visual
training program of the United States Navy* (2) to examine

2the flight training program of the Navy with reference to
the areas in wnich motion pictures and other audio- - ^.al
alas | -iedj (3) to analyze some of the nee ms
of tne schools where flight training is ;ted; ana (4)
to determine the extent to which motion pictures help solve
these problems.
Importance Of tne study . At the present time eeri
conditions are so unsettled that the United States is main-
ning Its armed forces in a state of preparedness for
tever may occur, Tnis Is particularly true la the field
ot aviation, which, in this atomic age, U our line of
defense. Since the physical stamina demanded by present
high-performance aircraft can be met primarily only by young
men, the training of aviators Is a never-ending tasX,
Tne training of a Naval aviator is an undertaking
which requires about eighteen months time and an c.
of approximately #90,000, It is quite natural, therefore,
that the training program be examined constantly for effl-
ciency and thoroughness and that any method cu' instruction
which will reduce the time and money expended aau/or
increase the effectiveness of tne training be given utmost
consideration. The motion picture, because of it ^oven
educational value, is being utilized to a nigher degree in
flight training tnan ever before, fi study of the OM of
motion pictures in this field will prove of interest not
•;i
3only : : ! ct to the objectives which it I to accora-
plisn her^, but it will also point the way to oi I ields
lotion picture may be used wlv ,ual facility,
II. DEFINITION OP TERMS US£P
Flight training . Flight training is the formal pro-
gram Of instruction through . the trainee pasaeB from
the time r ted as a student Naval aviator until
is of Uly designated a Naval aviator, Bill training
program frd into three separate and distinct steps—
Pre -Flight, Basic Training, and Advanced Training.
Pre -Flight . Pi'e-Plight la the first school HhlOfi the
cadet enters aving been selected for flight training.
Bern, for a pexdod of fifteen weeks, he la taught thror of
flight, aerology, navigation, engineering comraunications,
and other subjects which Will give him the necessary back-
ground for actual flight*
Basic Training . It is in this stage of training that
the student actually begins to fly. He learns to take off,
land, and to perform basic emergency procedures before he
solos his training-type aircraft, ? m learns aerobat-
ics, gunnery, formation flying, instrument flying, ano.
actually lands aboard ar. aircraft ca.rrier.
Advanced Training. In Advanced Training tne at)

4files the same type of aJLrcmft he will fly when he Joins
•on. In addition to .. • i'r-om
Induing I fcffc to combat aircraft, ne a&M learns tiie
tactics an
. ratil tnll proitdufs . \oy
with! i .ciron. Ground :., as well as flight
Ins traction, li con, to the completion of tne program.
III. UN OF PREVIOUS B LITERATURE
I:; -eying tne literature in tne field of motion
pictures in flight training* no books were tm
dealt specifically and exclusively wit t;*is area. However,
a number of wfwtftK I itf r*ei; , to the use of
audio-visual materials within the Navy. Certain dooks among
the Siterature examined contained references to motion pic-
tures and audio-visual aide, which uere u3ed within I
Haval aviation training program. Many other references of a
limited nature were found in motion picture l ade maga-
zines, journals, and periodica^
One other thesis has been written on the I 9% of
motion pictures and aviation at the University of Soutnern
California. This thesis is a general survey of tne field
of motion pictures and instrument flying. It covers
,lliam £. Stephens, Jr., "a Survey of Mm >f
Motion Pictures in Instrument Plight" (unpubli Nmat4
thesis, rslty of Southern California, Los Angela
U951)-

training film:-, umm inattru—nt l jment
%» t a discussion c
r
- prebleas invc.lv* I
in - flight j and films on MM aids to instrument fly-
ing, -..trument fllgl M of fcne vital :niilli>
Leh M | acq tne student Naval aviator, th
'
area will be slightly overlapped by tat present tn
SttSjeet Hill be discus with reference to "
LXjwi vhioh have been produced and to the n<r as
nee applied La the area.
Mo literature was found which dealt with tne audio-
visual training program of the armed servicer »r to Worlo
War II. Weill Mere Mkm **#& which related to motion pic-
tures in education and to the see of other audio-visual
B«terl&lA| MMt of them ioaililiei even before 1920, but the
fij*st co6rdinated team studies were conducted by P. N.
Freeman and a research staff which ne assembled at the
of Cnic&go,*"' This &tudy, aided, by a small gra:
from the Commonwealth fund, investigated such areas as
perceptual-motor learning, motivation, various aetheds of
film use, i of verbalization, and film content. It also
compared, the teaching effectiveness of films with that of
other Instructional materials • . - *res.
The first books which were concerned with audio-visual
Frame N. Freeman, Visual Education (Cnioagot Univc
slty of Chicago Press, I^2V]f»
L&
.met e armed forces rtiy after NorXO War
II, Hit service i>, reenfo. by ma leading audio-
visual educators, made unprecedented growth in t id
during tiie pex'iod 1941
-19^5* an<» >f tne w d
FpftMOtf the educational institutions in effective utiliza-
tion of training fllins and other audio-visual aids. John
Miles and aln, working for the Commission on
Implications of Armed Services Educational Programs, sur-
veyed the audio -visual programs of the armed forces with a
view to their adaptability to the American educational sys-
tern in time of peaceS William £xton, a Naval Reserve Cap-
tain who helped to formulate the training program vlthla
the Navy, had the same purpose in mind—to make available
the benefits of the experience of the armed forces in the
creation of audio-visual materials for educational
k
poses. His book is more closely related to the ect of
this thesis than any other which was discovered during the
course of this Investigation.
The II* 3. Navy Training Film Catalogue lists approxi-
mately 3000 training films. Many of these films are on the
^John R. Wiles and irles H. Spain, Audio -Visual
Aids in tne Armed Services (wasningtont American Council on
IducanbHT^PTJT
\llliam Exton, Jr., Captain, USNR, Audiovisual Aids




rsubject of flight training I 1X1 be listed in the Appen-
dix.
instructional Film Research Program, MM ted at
Pennsylvania State College in conjunction with the Office of
Mural Researcn and the Naval Special Devices Center, Is
engaged in research to determine the principles ot effective
production and utilization of film instructional devices.
Many of the problems inherent in the flight training program
of the Navy have been investigated by this group. At the
present time MNP* than one hundred reports aave been written
on various phases of the study, and references from many of
them Mill be quoted later in this thesis. One of the
reports in this series was particularly useful in locating
material related to the subject*
In addition to consulting books on fields related to
the subject, research ./as conducted in trade magazines,
journals, anc odicals. Wie Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature was examined from 19^3 to date and several
related references were found. Several useful articles were
found in Business Screen, dating back to 1^42. ftany refer-
ences to t, /y's flight training program were Lift
Flying, and several more were found in Aviation We-;
A Bibliography of Production, Utilization, and
KeBeareh""bn Instructional" Jyilms (Technical Report SDC
2C>9-7-*K)>Tnatructional JPilm Hesearcn Program? Col-
lege*, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State College, 195?)
•

een, Film News, and Film World were com-
ited; however, no pertinent referen All of
Um .•tainlng to the flight training syllab
both ground and flight, *•*• obtained from the Naval Air
Training Command, and theae are used in the body of this
,.
IV. METHOD OF PKOC4 AND SOURCES OF DATA
•Kie primary purpose of this thesis is to show the
extent to v motion pictures and other audio-visual aids
to instruction are used in the flight training program of
the United States Navy and to show how these aids help to
solve the problems encountered there • A personal visit was
made by the author, a Naval Aviator and a graduate of the
Naval aviation training program, to the Headquarters of the
Naval Air Training Command, at Pensacola, Florida,
copies of all the Instructions pertaining to flight train-
ing were obtained—including the complete ground and flig
school syllabi for Pre -Flight, Basic, and Advanced Training.
In addition to this, training officers from each of tne com-
mands were interv: ., and actual classroom visits were
made where this writer vi the use of training films and
audio xl aids and Observed the techniques employed by
instructors within the classes, A copy of the Aviation
Training Film Catalogue was obtained from the Film Library
of the Naval Air Station, Pensacola* This catalogue lists

more than films, flight
training, Copies or Hit Training Film Catalogue z
the Mavy Catalogue of Special —listing all of the
audio -v; materials used within the Naval Organization-
ware obtained. Visits were also made to t. 1m libraries
of the Naval Air Station, San Diego, California,, ana t;
Naval A ..ition, Los Alamitos* California, and several
films not previously MM • ' a« A number of
films employed mo*?t extensively . training pro-
gran iBted in the Appendix.
In order for the reader to i the audio-
visual situation as it exists within the Navy at 1-
time, the hie tori cal development of Naval audio-visual
training is discussed in Chapter II. A personal visit was
made to the U«3# Naval Photographic Center, Anacoatia, D.C.,
to obtain Information on Iha fcftiy and development of t:
-
training program of the Navy. Other information aas
obtained from the library of the Naval Air Station, Pensa-
eola, Florida, The Loa Angeles Public Libraries, and the
Library of the University of Southern California,
V. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS
In the .ipter the historical uovelopment of
audio-visual training within tne Naval Organisation is dis-
ced. Chapter III reviews the ground and flight syllabi
of Pre -Plight, Basic, and Advanced Training. Chaptar IV
.;
10
examinou in detail particular cc
Hruction&I films I • tlllt« kl*a«
ship to • methods of lu^tructlo; MMt fie...
Chapter V analyzes some of the needs and problems encoun-
ter flight training aenoois ana tfts extent to
which these problems can be aolvod by motion pictures.




HISTORICAL I >FNENT OF AUDIO-VISUAL
TRAININO WITHIN I VT
In order to understand the audio*visual situation as
it exists in the Naval aviation training program today , it
la nc .ry to realize the vast change that oceu*
the training structure of the Navy during the period of
World War II.
Training aids before World War II . Hi
discovers? \ting to the If Mat in flight training
prior to World War II. 3*1otIon pictures and audio-visual
aids were practically non-existent in the train. rograaa
throughout the Navy. The few audio -visual & -e
in use uiare produced locally by the schools or- comma.
utilizing them. Obviously, such conditions were not condu-
cive to optimum utilization of manpower in wartime. As late
as the spring of L94l, the Training Division of the Bureau
of Navigation (now the Bureau of Naval Personnel) of the
Navy Department, which had cognizance of virtually all
training ashore, was providing nothing tnat coal *ly
be called a training aid. The ao-eali "Uide Film
- *-• -..
—
mmm * | m - +
1
William Exton, Jr., Captain, USNR, Audiovisual Aids
to Instruction (New York; McQraw-Kill Book 2c , Inc.,
i3Vn, p. 3.
B
IScAooi '—a collection of film various subjects-
had been allowed to become obsolete and inactive, as the
ae early 25-mm training films produced la the
1920's« flie training aids which v*ere used by the were
acquired locally, at the initiative of those :;tlng
individual training activities. Mpmtm attempts to use
picture* in Naval training were made as long ago as Wor
War I, but not until August, 1941* was any serious, con-
p
tlrating effort made to use pictures throughout the Navy. ~
In the summer of 19*1 •«• inior i-eservQ officer was
Wrtclftg part time in the Bureau on the development, acqui-
sition, and distribution of training aids, :ii\Lly films.
The production of Navy training films and i'lliastrips began
to Increase considerably in response to the August, 19^1,
directive of Prank Knox, Secretary of the Navy, to t
Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics to fulfill the photo-
graphic requirements of education and training in Naval
Service,''
Locally developed aids. In the early days of the war
there were very few training aids available to assist the
United States Navy Department, Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel, "Audio -Visual Aids Board Survey'1 (unpublished manu-
script, UaBhlngton, 1942), p. l.
«?'
*'* Miles and Charles H, Spain, AutUo -Visual






various Naval training schools in Illustrating and imple-
menting Illy brief stStsawi I , meth-
ods, and content of official courses of study. Local
schools, therefore, began early to utilize their various
WlHUmi for Hit development of teaching mater.i.aitf» Many
schools acquired staffs which included educators, writers,
artists, draftsmen, machinists, carpenters, and others with
professional or vocational competence. In many cases,
civilian assistants also were en fclK to teach or
to develop teaching materials, and ofte; lopmental
-.^roaches designed by industry or by government agencies
(as the training within Industry methods) were Intro t
.
Tne Destroyer Base at San Diego, California, began early
experimentation with films* and filmstrips and probat
InA" . d the first . I use of such materials
Nav tinlog«
The Havy Bur-eau of Aeronautics flight training
schoo.' s were centrally controlled even before Pearl Harbor,
Hence, many of the courses ana materials in additional war-
time fields v/ere centrally planted at (or cefore) the time
of their commissioning* The early schools at Pensacola,
Florida, and thft ohttsls comml asioned lo 19^1 at Jackson*
Vllle, Florida sj>4 Cor.. iti, Texas- \per-
ieatlal background tted much immeolate
Miles and Sp, g£« Clt« , p* .38.
.
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iisatien or afftaotitt i -t the
new vtmrt&m !•• to? ••fcaWl & &lx*
9*«aaioal Training ©wa*J iMI
to tae control o.r I •- . of taiist
all' » Courflw i u . I -. H ia
Uu Mtt| alv ' .. MM . .vitiation or
tra.lni.ng devi. — - .. I toh ..-,. :'o-
vlMktlon ea - - fact that . .u
1 ---re early aiiote fe ty apflrn
l I miaiaf purpoi actually
allocated by trie fall of 1^2, but none ?eo. As a
result, H&vy instructor'
'*boney
or other train! 1 vises,
-
graining Aids Development; Center . The necessity for
Miltrml design 'rocuctlon of training aids . te
•at by 194^, *&d tht United States Navy Training A::
Development Center (TADC) was ••MU.il La that year M an
adjunct to Dm Planning and Production Unit of the Training
AUtB Station of the Training Division of the lUVMU of l^aval
Pe; MiX« fkll Center •• cnarg;-' providing the Unit
fch adequate facilities for ttM Uecigr* and development of
iteu State 1 artment, Bureau of ft 1 iu-
'' History of Navy ail aal 1 .., cripfc
on filo la Bup*«U of Aeronautics, Navy Do I . ing«
1 $*&•/)*
:i-
non-pnotograpnic training aids. Three major departi,.-
were develops TADCt an eng, Hi filll to produce
models, mockups, or other three-dimensional aids; an engi-
neering illustration department to pro -ileal >s
and cross-sectional illustrations? and a & ^tment
to develop charts and posters not emphasizing the technic
aspects of instruction. Expert artis-. -re assigned to
the several shops virion served these three departments in
designing and manufacturing the varic da—the drafting
room, the artshop, the machine snop, the ca
sheet metal and casting shop, the pnotograpny and enlarging
room, the duplicating room, and trie silk- room,"
••clal devices , la the field of aviation tnere had
been a special development whion »iad perhaps gained I
greatest impetus in Oreat Britain. The British were
severely handicapped in their efforts to train pilots during
the early years of the war. Apart from the difficulties
;=C5sed by the climate, wnicn provided comparatively little
weather suitable for basic flight training, there were great
obstacles in the scarcity of aircraft fuel and In the fact
taat the Luftwaffe pilots were not at all unlikely to appear
over an airfield and shoot item the training planes. The
States Navy tment, Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel, Lstor? of the Training Aids Development Centr







terBift*4 to give a M m of training on the
groun-' :.oped a number of ingenious devices that
saved time, gasoline, and pilot:. ^velopiag m& . -e
ffiMltitU flying >t actual flight. A good
Lot could t • I -v>ped with Tar fe-.-;ex j ho
air. The- devices that produced I trtlnlAg ed
"l tic," and the tex*m la now widely applied to device
that | tie an a -.. >ble sub I for exper
actual equipment
.nee % i eduction of large and co raining
devicem for the Navy was the jillllj ih iilbll
Bureau of Aeronautics, officers of tais Bureau studied the
production and utilization of these British syntactics in
great detail. The United States Navy was favorably
impressed, and, beginning as a single "desk" of the Engi-
neering Branch of tne Bureau of Aeronautics in 19^0,
'Special Devices'4 became successively a Section, and tnen a
separate Division of the Bureau of Aeronautics.' Finally,
in 19^5> the Special Devices Division was placed a ly
under tee Chief of Naval Operations and more I tly has
become a major division of tne Office of Naval Research.
This expansion from a single billet in the Bureau of Aero-
nautics to an organization of several thousand officers and
men, expending over fifty million dollars in the last year
7
'Miles and Spain, ioc. clt.

-Of -, . /deat,
fct I ... <aa
. i bmi to
be f providing c •. ins, ogi-
tfJLj •-. •....-.
In aviation training, I ic
tag . 3 the i/: ... of 1 Lon
of toafcat of
'.11, k . it in I acrslcgy,
Mrtlai tvigal , it
M niaoatliJ Tar tht survival of . sal
.-* Xoaevfttiooa t-uch as deflectin , the
In fliffet . and alght*oarrl
i inquired adaptations in individu-
al and crow training* The adaptations were effected in
large part by special devices, for neither the equipment n
tae time was available for the actual flight practice char-
acteristics of prewar aviation training* As early as
June 13, 19^5* a subcommittee of the House of \isenta-
tives, investigating Naval Air Training, reporter.
fMO tnings are outstanding in the recent development
of Raval Aviation training! the tevaXopoant of special
devices—anci Of operational training* Synthetic asvices
/e added tremendously to the efficl;
;val aviators, bombardiers, gunnera, and other aviation
personnel, and in the subcoiamittee's opinion are .
equivalent of hundreds of hours of additional training
in t mvantlonal manner* Tne invention i ment,
an on or as togon only •
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miraculous. They are universally accepted by the
service.8
Production of these new devices was often a matter I
intense research and invention in devising means where,
intelligence and knowledge gained from combat reports could
be introduced into training by synthetic simulations of
flight conditions* Final production of suai as
always 6oxig by commercial agencies after perfection of
Hot" models which were to be duplicated. The Special
Devices Division supervised the installation and malntena
of these devices at the many training fields and aboard air-
craft carriers through the services of several hundred
officers specially trained for this responsibility. The
production of devices generally included the following
stepsi first, designing the device* second, the prototype
stage* third, testing and approval of the prototype* four'
final production and testing of the product* and fifth,
distribution of these approved devices according to lists
Made up hy the agency originally requesting the device and
by the Training Aids Division or otaer central training
agency having cognizance over the training program involved.
Film production . At the beginning of world War II,
tne Kavy relied primarily on civilian firms, mainly the




its training films , Mavc .;signed as
I to ensure desired and accurate conte;
officers:' of the Training Fi., Lt of the Burea- i \eronau«*
ti. --Jting as project at..j&rvisors and sometimes as educa-
tional consultants, coordinated an :rolls I produc-
tion process from script writing to final cutting, as per-
formed under contract by the commercial . >wever,
with the establi aliment in 19^3 of the Photo-Science Labora-
tory at Anacostia, D,C, the Navy entered the producing
Id itself.
She production of training films generally followed a
basic pattern, A need had to be established first for
no adequate film was available, A priority board of
officers who know tne contemporary status of tne training
program, the production facilities available, the educa-
tional values of the proposed training film, and the films
and devices already available from other subjects, reviewed
the requests. These requests came from individual schools
or peviiapi from inspection reports or surveys of training
made kj ^quarters or subordinate training commands* If
the priority board approved these requests, it also sched-
uled production, assigning a priority number to a particular
production according to the urgency of the need for it. The
eduction agency was then ordered to initiate a project to
plan or to make the needed film.
Production of training films generally involved the
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I of a technical i ational cu ;t,
and a project supervisor, v ee usually designated soo
after the request had been approver given a priority for
production. The script tfx*itsr assigned generally visited
requesting agency in order to familiarise himself with
the subject matter to be presented as well as with the pur-
pose of the film, Pertinent information km sought from
government agencies , commercial sources, o i fcers
agencies. The script writer was carefully supervised by the
above consultants* such supervision increasing as ' ar
progressed. Completed scripts were submitted to the train-
ing division and to the agency originally requesting the
film. The approved or modified script was then produced
with the technical and educational advisers continuously
cooperating with the supervisor. Test prints of the film
were sent to headquarters and to the requesting agency for
approval. Qualified individuals or groups tnen evaluated
the film to determine how good a motion picture it was*
whether the values of tne medium were effectively utilized,
how mil the picture accomplished the specif! ,*osea
originally stated, and how well the picture was adapted to
the training program. If film *M »d to be satis-
factory in these respects, initial distribution lists of
prints of the film were formulated.
Distribution of training aids . At the beginning of

nthe war, centrally -produced training aids, primarily films,
were distributed directly toy agencies in the Navy Depart-
ment. Central distribution began to prove unsatisfactory,
however, m rapidly increasing demands for training films
occurred in 19*12. A survey made toy the Navy in September,
1942, showed that distribution of films increased from 2,000
prints in January to almost 50,000 in August .^ Recommenda-
tions were made, therefore, for reorganizing of these
agencies and decentralization of the distribution of train-
ing materials. Distribution agencies were established in
both the Bureau of Aeronautics and the Bureau of Naval
Personnel, each of which submitted lists to the Training
Film Unit for initial distribution of films. The early
training aids libraries established in each Naval district
and the later training aids sections established at all
major Naval bases then distributed all centrally -produced
training aids.
The aviation forces established library systems,
actually begun before the war, to bring the estimated proper
number of prints of a film into the area library nearest to
the classrooms which needed them, including those in ships
at sea or at advanced bases overseas. The "right film at
the right place at the right time*1 was the primary
^United States Navy Department, Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel, "Audlo-Viaual Aids Board Survey."

I Q
objective. The previously mentioned initial distributic
lists allocated a certain number of prints of each new film
to each district library acr ig to the needs of the
schools in that district as estimated on the basis of the
over-all training program and the requests of tne schools
themselves. The libraries then loaned the films on a short-
time (or, if warranted, long-time) basis to local schools
and usually developed facilities for maintaining the short-
loan films in good condition.
Utilization of training aids , The learning environ-
ment in mo3t service training schools during World War II
was quite different from that encountered in conventional
ools, and it vias a "felt" responsibility by moat instruc-
tors to remind students that learning was but preparation
for battle situations, Thus, training aids became a means
of perhaps eventually ''saving your own sicln," as well as
learning how to destroy an enemy. While there were doubt-
lessly many exceptions, most servicemen felt this pressure
"to be ready ." Utilisation of training materials was con-
sidered in the light of this tendency of students to want to
learn as well as of instructors to want them to learn.
Training aids were employed, first, to cultivate this psy-
chological readiness, and second, to provide "more learning
Charles F. Hoban, Jr., Movies That Tea*. a
The Dryden Pre33, Inc., 19^), Chap, VI.
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in less time" by simplifying, clarifying, and integrating
tii© fac 'ineiples, skills, and judgments which men
needed to perform their military duties. I che beginning
of the war, military training operated on the assumption
that w the supei ffectiveneas of notion pictures, models,
and other visual and aural devices had been well demon-
strated in civilian education," and that "their employment
in the war ation became a matter of Lng superior
tools to tne problem at hand*
In the early days of the war, the scarcity of ade-
quate equipment and training aids was paralleled by a
scarcity of trained instructors* The best trains . jon-
nel were demanded aboard ships and in planes because their
experience was necessary in combat Immediately* Yet, to
have well-trained aviators, it was necessary to have well-
trained instructors* Here the situation was critical i there
were not enough trained personnel available for assignment
to all the jobs which needed doing* In many cases, there-
fore, trainees who had no previous military experience were
assigned duties as instructors. Various surveys have indi-
cated that fm* more than half the instructors in the early
days of the war had had no px^\ teaching experience or
i Lrtinpn ii i««mm
11
United States Navy Department, Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel, Training Aids Division, "United States Naval Admin
-
istration in World War lis Bureau of Kaval Personnel Train-
ing Activity," (manusej 3fl file in the Office of Naval
History, Navy Department, Washington, /n.d.J), III, l.
.1 •
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training for teaching. Obviouisiy t new instruct ere
also unfamiliar . much of I stent they ivere called
12
on to In view of t ... it is not islng that
early surveys ihnnd the distribution in >f
early traiitlng films in the Wavy to be wot actor
It in 19*12 that half (forty-nine x) of t
Ml 3 films po . . i fourth (
per cent) were not using them at all. iters
in 186 schools surveyed, leas / per cent were
reported to have been using any audio-visual aide
them teacn. On the other hand, i -seven per k of the
officers contacted were favorable to the use of films and
seventy-nine per cent of them asked for help from the Train-
ing Film Unit. ' This survey led to the allstation
program with central libraries establi. ,
districts and at various overseas bases from whic*
and advanced units could draw films and device.
.
The establishment of tnese central «rar!
greatly alleviated much of tne distribution problem, ^ut
this step alone could not guarantee either their e;
functioning or their pv use by nearby I ?-ses,
ships. It became apparent that official codrdinafc.;.
, clt.
i
t^in Oepartment, Bureau of Naval




tfc ; . . . .
I essential : . of
these . . nd a Naval • §*lf«
I I aed for- that MNto*
gallon and evaluation office
and trained by the Uti."; ^.luat
Training Ai m of *aval
assist officers of the forces afloat and at
and using available aids in the training -a. El
officers visited the various bases, tri
ing port to assist the training of*
solution of their training problems
•
J. Devices
Division, as pointed out previously, also had mast- e*
in the field to assist in the installation and :
§» a- give needed advice on Dm wirpoa ia,
and limits of the equipment. These officers collect
considerable evidence on the distribution, e* ?,
and need i aining aids, althougn lesa ra« i was do.
to establish the comparative effectiveness oi
dag a . II though formal Investigations of
effectiveness are almost totally lacking, I view
encountered aiaong most educators, service and










The flight training if jf v.-
take i i£t and revision* JhJ Ly
so of the ev--. i field of aero*
nav I flight t ;grat3 > if it is to be effv
tive, M -o are not On] I .ng
the | 8 produced i are al*iO
able to g ..uickly and to utilize effect! %
de den are 9 rapidly 1 Lm of
aviation* The syllabus which is disc
is that i was In effect as of March 1, 1957* lo atte ,:
will b« made here to A3 febt sv .ch
are taught, but a brief summary of the training for each
iH will be given in tabular form*
I. FRB-WJOHJ TRAININCI
Ml ctudmita entering I Light training program are
I to :1, Pre -Flighty located a'.
0H4 Pf i Florida. The cour
im fop all Msv/sa Aviation Cttdifea is fif%t l«
Tnere il iortar ecu;.: -ion--' ml
and K . officer students, but since t . con-
on of fifte Bt, MA the
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arity of flight students in U -y are cadets, the
Mffc course uill not be ;
One of the purposes of tae l/.S. Maval Schooi, Pre-
Flight, Is to provide Naval Aviation Cadets with a back-
ground of Naval Knowledge and training requii
tive Naval officers, and to prepare them for inlng
through a correlation of ground training and practical
The fifi • of instruct of 395
periods in ifferent subject areas totaling £35 hi
A summary oi this syllabus, showing subject matter taught
and length of time devoted to each e, is shown in Table
I. It is interesting to note that more time is devoted to
igation than to any other m It in Pre-Flight. To men
who must fly great distances over open water—often In
weather—aud tuen locate and land aboard an aircraft
ca. a training camwt be overstressed.
II. BASIC TRAINING
After the completion of Pre-PIight Training, the
student aviator is then assigned to Basic Tr^ , 1 of
the Navy basic flight training Is con<- I at fields in the
Pensaeola, Florida, area. Primary training is conducted at
Saufley Pielu, .?ere, for a period of eight weeks, t
student flies a total of ;.n pre-tMl
and acrobatic stages of flight in Mm T-3k "Mentor ining
aircraft. In addition, he attends gr<; x>l for

iTABLE I
CAUGHT TO NAVAL AVIATION C AND LKNCTCH
OP TIMS DEVOTED T
U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, F 10HT
rat Beric
Guars*-. .Kiiitnoi . •
Engineering . . 47 4?
flight Pa.ysiology • » • • 1 1.0
Military- ........ 9*
Naval Orientation ••••**
Navigation • ....., 1;.
Pnyelcai Fitness
and Survival 85 12
Pri as of Pligiit * • .0
ills ..,.. 25 .0
Totals 395

ti| iodo totaling I is also |
flight support lectures—lectures on
craft—for thirty and one -half hours. A summary of this
Imary ction is given in Table II*
While he is still In primary training, the student
decides whlflll type of aircraft he wishes to fly in Advanced
Training, and his choice determines t »e of instruc-
tion no will be given through the rest of Basic Training*
If he wishes to fly fighter or attacK aircraft later in his
training, he will proceed to Whiting Field, and for eighteen
weeks he will fly the T-28 "Trojan," a heavier and more
powerful single-engine trainer. The fighter and attack
training Includes radio instruments, acrobatics, tactics,
navigation, and night flying. This phase consists of fifty -
five flights totaling 77*25 hours. A summary of the ground
x>i courses taught in tills phase is given in Table III.
After completing the fighter and attack phase at
Whiting Field, the student is then sent to Barin Field for
bombing, gunnery, and carrier qualification training. Here,
for a period of five weeks, he practices aerial gunner:
bombing, and carrier appro&c* tes. The culmination of this
training occurs when tne student Naval aviator actual
makes six landings aboard an aircraft carrier cruising in
the Gulf of Mexico. In this, the final flight phase of
Basic Training, the student completes twenty-nine flights

SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN PRIMARY PHASE GROUND SCIfOOL
^NOTH OP TIMS DBV- SCT
1— >W»l W'H*« ><II. Bl i !» «»><. <!>— n il I»II1 M l»—«*«!.*»» gr^ni H >l» tWX'O np MiUKWi.^ii **- .*.,*-»— »——u..»»«— m, ,., i».ihW . Iwii I» —».«M ..« n<ll»M| i
Academic
Subj*
al Leadership . . . . 10
Incloctrlnation • • • • • 3
Coiminications • • . . 37
Engineering 10
Navigation ....... 13
Military • •.....• (2 hours per week)
3ieal Fitness-Survival (3 hours per week)
Recognition »••••«• 10
the tic Plight .... '^
Totals (Minus Military and
Phy i oal Pi tneso)
Plight Support
jject Periods
Fll Procedures , • . •
























Physical Fi tut I -Survi val
Aerology *
Civil Air Regulations .
































totaling 19 *i) hours * The ground school give. his phase
is summarized in Table XV.
Fli Us per cent of all flight students completing
the primary phase of Basic Training are bill*.
and attack training. The other forty-four per cent, who
1 fly patrol and anti -submarine aircraft, receive
slightly different training through the rest of their Basic
Training* After completing the primary phase, the future
patrol or anti -submarine pilot is sent to Corry Fiel
he is trained in the SNJ "Texan, * a single-engine trainer,
and in the SNB, a twin-engined Beechcraft, for a period of
sixteen weeks* He then proceeds to Sarin Field, where he is
trained for eight weeks in radio instruments and day and
night navigation* The regular Navy students also receive
carrier qualification training and land aboard an aircraft
carrier during this phase* Figure 1 shows graphically the
path which the student aviator from each group will foli
as he proceeds through Basic Train!
r
After the completion of the flight phase of Basic
Training, all students are sent to a supplementary grou
school where they study navigation and flight physiology for
thirty-two hours* By the time the student completes Basic
Training nas completed at least 122 flights and has a
iimum of 155*8 hours of flight time* His ground school
training has require I of instruction totaling

>TABLE IV
TAUGHT IN QUNHSRY AND CARRIER QUALIFICATION PHASE
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Gunnery • •••»•••« 7

























































371 hours. In addition to this, flight >rt lectures
have accounted for 19i> periods and 157 hours
in. 101 - . .;a
In Advanced Training, the student flies the same type
aircraft which he will fly vmeu he joins a fleet squadron.
The type of training he receives during this stage will
depend upon the course he completed in Basic Training. If
he followed the patrol syllabus through Basic Training, the
student will go to the Naval Air Station, Hutchins.
Kansas, where he will fly the P2V "Neptune," a twin-engin
land -based patrol plane or to the Naval Air Station, Corpus
Christl, Texas, to be trained in tne PEM "Mariner," a twin-
engined seaplane. Antl -submarine pilots are sent to the
Naval Auxiliary Air Station at Kingsville, Texas, and fly
the S2F "Tracker," & twin-engined, anti-submarine aircraft.
Fighter pilots receive jet training at Chase Field, near
Corpus Christ!. The pilots who will receive attack train-
ing are sent to Cabanlss Field, also near Corpus Juris ti,
where they fly the AD 'Skyraider."
All of these programs will differ somewhat because of
the varying nature of the training, but the students in all
four groups will fly about 150 hours In Advanced Training
and will attend ground school for approximately the same
length of time. A summary of the ground school training for
the attack phase is given in Table V.

VSUB TAUOKT IN ATTACK ADVANCED TRA
AHD LENGTH OF TIME 1BV CT
Subject >da .':. .: ,
Inctoctr'.; » . « .
Civ: I Recall .
Navigation
Aerology • .
Knt > . ..... .
vival • «
AaphlblO! *re * . .
Aerial Mine Warfare . • •
Cossaunicat . • • * «
Electron:?... .......
py • • •
Anti-outsna ure •
















£»tl I 160 ..

By the time he has corapi
•
training
program and. Is designated, a Mav&l aviator, t has
amassed slightly mom than t :»f pilot
time. His academic course of instr
8^4 periods requiring 1,0X2 3, ?55 flight I ,-t lec-
tures, totaling 555 hours, also ha.
In addition to the flight t «g la conventional
aircraft dfl I previously, ttte ' also conduct© flight
training in airships and in helicopters. Although both of
febei -tivitleB are acta:- I .aed training, they are
undar the command of the Naval Air Basic 1*raining Comma..
In addition to the unique type of training vea, alrehip
and. heli V training differs from the other training
commands la that veteran aviators as well as atw£y*
designated pilots are trained in theee activities.

CHAPTEB IV
HOTIO^f PICTURES AND GTHBH TRAINING All
FLIGHT TRAINING SYLLAB
fb of motion pictures, .^nich . -lite limit*
in the flight training program prior to world War II, has
grown in importance until it is now one of the primary means
of instructing student aviators. At the time this survey
was conducted, there were 112 different films used in I)
flight training program. This is the number actually listed
as syllabus films in the syllabi of the various stages of
training. There are possibly an equal number of other films
ich are used although not listed in the syllabus.
There is no phase of the training program in which
films and other audio-visual aids are not utilized. In tills
ipter, the training program has been classified into eight
subject areas, and the motion pictures and other training
aids used in each of the subject areas are discuss
Aerology. Since all aviators who complete the flight
training program must qualify for and maintain an instruct
rating, the study of weather and now It affects aircraft I
of vital importance. The "Aerology" series—eight animated
films produced by Walt Disney for the Navy*-are used in
several different stages of the sixty -ni- f training
tne student receives In aerology. Kiese films, tIth9U|
:
produced in 19^5 and 194**, are still among oest films on
toe subject o \.ther available today, Th
,
although new developments are constantly occurring
In thi© field, the basic principles underlying weather
nomena do not change, These films, seven of which are
color, present and discuss such sub as ice formation on
aircraft, the theory of fog formation and conditions condu-
cive to its formation, warm and cold fronts and to .ser-
ous weather associated with each, cloud formations, and
flight planning through and arou> .ither conditions.
Color, as used in this aeries of films, is a completely
functional matter. Different elements of the weather pic-
ture, ;u might easily become confused la a black-an*.
ite film, are given different colors to aid in distin-
guishing them, thus maintaining clarity and insuring the
effectiveness of the fil»
Another serie3 of films, produced by the Navy in
195*1 !• used to introduce to the students the
problems involved in flying in bad weather* One of the moat
dangerous obstacles to fligat—toe thunderstorm—is pre-
sented, and flight techniques associated with thunderstorm
penetration are shown. Atmospheric stability and instabil-
ity are explained, and the causes of vertical air currents
and their relatio . to changes in the weather are shown.
In addition to the syllabus films on aerology, many
other training aids are e.:. -.sed in this area* Mockups of

to
Mi I of equipment used by the at I are
util.' I classroom to tea. eatner
forecasting* Three-dimenslonal graphics are used to point
out Dm f we&. isaooia-. 1th cm
fronts, warm fronts, and occluded fronts. Plasi.
tainers—much ll&e large fl* ./is—-containing
colo of varying temperatures, are used to Sbfl
.at happens when, different air masses come together.
glneering . Engineering, as it is taught in the
Naval aviation training program, presupposes no previous
Knowledge on the part of the student other than a basic
grasp of elementary physics. In the ninety- >urs
devoted to this subject in the flight training program, I
student learns the principles of internal combustion
engines, basic electricity and magneto ignition, hydraulics,
propeller ruction and operation, and jet engine opera-
tion* Training films on each of these subjects are utilised
to assist the instructors la teaching. After learning the
basic fundamentals of aircraft engineering, the student then
studies in detail the engineering features or Mm various*
M of aircraft as he flies them throughout the | im»
Training aids are usee extensively in this phase of
flight training* Cul-i ,,-s are used to snow the relation*
,p of various parts of the engines. Figure 2, a ;al







































J-31 jet engine. The enr. as been d II
of the eo snt parts are visible, making it much
easier to understand the functions and o >f all the
various parts* Many of the c Navy are
electrically operated, adding even more to tae civeneas
of the training aid. Engine "test-stands" are also used to
train s; m 9 an engine is removed from the air-
craft arid mount a metal framework. In addition to
starting, operating, and stopping the engine, t
given the opportunity to diagnose and correct malfunctions
of the engine which were purposely introduced by t
instructor.
The field of aircraft engineering has proved ideal
for the use of mockups. The subject matter to be discussed
is stripped of all mater
>
a is nonessential to the
teaching problem at hand. The student is able to devote his
full attention to what is being taught, and the time
required to learn the material is considerably shortened.
Figure 3 is a raockup of an aircraft hydraulic system. The
components of this system are actually spread out from one
end of the aircraft to the other. For purposes of teaching,
ever, the system is condensed and simplified, although
all the basic parts of the original are retained
Large-scale models of items such as eai*buretors are








































not M original • Fietu IStic dn
ings are also used to sf complex
material.
Naval Orientation . Hm val Orient.
the name implies, is to acquaint tne »t tne
Navy. Since many students enter tne flight training program
directly from civilian life without any military backgrouu.
,ime must be devotea to teacning
tries© men the duties* obligations, and r bill ties t.
must face val officers* Films on Naval ni story and
Naval OttStCfltf, ptrwwl classification and administration,
the Naval eatabli aliment, military security, and ot of
trie name nature a, to assist the iructor in teach-
ing baal* Naval indoc ution. si filuife on tne Uni-
form Code of Military Justice are used.
.Lstory of Naval aviation, its part in World War
II, and its present-day role are all depicted through the
use Si Ues« Since the student can expect to spend sons
time aboard ship during his Naval career, i 1 oard orlen
>n and organization arc discussed and sfeown on film.
Although a total of fifteen syllabus fllas
during tne seventy-three nours devoted to Naval orientation,
relatively few audio-visual aids are used, in conjunction
with tne fllM classroom lecture 3. Undo- the




land it to audio-visual present films—
as well as most or the o, taterlal taught &* flight
training program.
In certain areas of the subject*
visual aids have been use j:i great success* Large , cl
plastic models of various Naval vessels are used to jie
student tne various of the Ship, ufett activities occur
there , and how the different spaces aboard ship are num-
bered . Filmstrips are used to explain the service obliga-
tion hich each student has and what part I resent Naval
service plays in fulfilling that obligation,
grindpie a o£ flight . How an airplane flies is
important information which every would-be aviator oust
understand thoroughly before he attempts to learn to fly. A
total of twenty-five hours is devoted to this
Navy's flight training program. This subject is concerned
only with .:rodynamic principles of flight—many more
hours are spent discussing specific flight maneuvers and
situations in fllgnt procedures and in flight brir
The films used in this area are integrated close!
with classroom lectures and with other audio-visual aids to
instruction. Lift, drag, thrust, and the pull of gravity
are all shown on film. The factors affecting stability of
the aircraft and the manner in which the plane Is controlled
are presented by the use of motion pictures. The different
.I * %fM&
. ,
types or propellers, their design, and thee oper
are presented visually. Aeronautical maneuvers, stalls and
spins, and recovery procedures are discussed. High speed
flight and compressibility effects on aircraft are also
included in the subject matter of tne seven films on princi-
ples of flight.
Models are usee nsively in this course to demon-
Ktx*ate the effects of the various flight >mena on air-
craft. Cut-aways and mocteups are used to show the details
and type construction of aircraft fuselages, wings,
troi surfaces, empennage, floats, and other components.
Graphic materials, charts, and large drawings are la
show visually the results of these various aerodynamic
facto
i
Survival . As long aB there are aircraft flying,
-1 always be accidents and airmen who must be r<
cued. This statement explains the emphasis which is plac;
upon survival training. Jfo aviator knows when he may be
forced down at sea, in the jungles, or on the frozen tundra
of toe ai/ct:.c. His very life, in these and in many other
situations, may depend upon how well he has learned I
lessons in survival.
There is a total of eight syllabus training films on
the subject of survival. These films show the student I
pro, - im of the aircraft safety harness, o use a
:>
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parachute when bailing out of an aircraft, and how to care
for a Ci ropeny, arieci and numerous items of
.soue equipment used by the Navy are Si la different
films, ana is described—both ,mple ao :-v -to-do-
it steps and in nypothetical situations, fht a a pilot
must taJ an forced down are shown as if tney actually
hh. , The actions a pilot can take to make himself more
visible from the air and the factors affecting visibility
are 8howa. Making aeawater drinkable—a subject of great
importance to pilots who fly over open water—is shown in
detail
.
PractJU- no audio -visual aide, except for the
eight films on the subject, are used on the subject of
survival. The reason for this is that the actual equipment
itself la available. Students are taught the proper proce-
dures for being rescued by a helicopter by actually having
a hell oo. ck them up out of the water, Tula is con-
sidered goow training because almost all pilots—after
having ditched an aircraft la the water—are in varying
stages of shook and must know then the right steps to take
if they are to be rescued. Technique in inflating and
entering a life raft is demonstrated and practiced la the
water, flh© use of rescue equipment, after having be-
film, la made more meaningful to the student by having
Ola ally operate the equipment.
There are two notable training aids in the field of
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survival , however* f these is the bailout trainer. In
thi the student | ould
actually take if ne were ©ailing out of a real all
The otner training a the 'Dilbert Dun
ch the student is fea Uaaalf from an - Sa-
il aircraft after he has ditched I water.
Gunnery
.
ISie gunnery and bombing phase of flight
training ranks among the most enjoyable phases o .0-
tion with a large majority of flight 1 its. This may be
because the student is aware that hart is one of the mala
reasons why he is undergoing all this exacting training. Or
it may be that he responds to the feeling of competition
with other students in the accuracy of his gunnery and bomb-
ing runs.
Hat student begins to fire from his aircraft,
however, he la taught the fundamentals and techniques of
gunnery through classroom lectures, motion pictures, and
other training aids. The operation of the equipment
he will use, such as the .50 caliber machine gun and the
Nark 8 illuminated gun sight, is shown in great detail in
training films. The basic concepts of dive bombing, dr^
and deflection correction, and the relative mot roblema
involved when attacking a moving target are all presented by




Cut-aways o£ guns, bomb©,, m Ackets a.- to
. ngs of these items m- - stu-
dent* >fi of firing and releasing mechanism also
Models &.. . >c?ci to demc of rela-
tive motion and to describe the • i us types of gunnery and
bombing runs. Figure l MB an instructor demonstrating
t dive bombing procedure .;i'oh the bombing run demon-
strator, a three-dimensional, electrically operate . ng
Navigation * More time if ted to the teaching of
navigation than to any other academic subject in the flight
training program* The complete syllabus requires 11 l«
ods totaling 203 hours in navigation. The student must
master dead reckoning, radio navigation, celestial naviga-
tion, navigation by various electronic means before he
completes ale flight training.
Nine syllabus films are used in teaching navigation.
These films I : vhat the various aids to navigation are and
they are used. Aerial charts and aerial map reading are
cussed in detail, and the techniques of dead reckoning
are visualized and expl • The Mark 3A plotting board is
shown, and the methods involved in operating it are dis-
cussed. Aircraft navigational procedures are shown on film
so that the student may tie together all the information to





Many training aide are being used in n with
. lectures and films . Large-scale models of the computers
and plotting boards are utilized in the classroom to simpli-
fy discuss »f the uses of this equipment. Models and
mockupa of sextants are used to explain the workings of this
instrument to the student* Charts and pictures help to
explain the use of the various navigational forms and publi-
cations which are used. Graphic materials are used to
explain bearings and courses which might quickly become con-
fusing if completely verbalized. Figure 5 shows an instruc-
tor explaining the use of the omnirange to two student-'
One of the largest synthetic training devices used by
the Navy is the Link Celestial Navigational Trainer. This
trainer, which is usually a complete building in itself, is
somewhat like a planetarium. The celestial bodies actually
move, enabling the student to "shoot the stars'' with a
bubble sextant and plot his position Just as if he were
flying over the Pacific or Atlantic oceans.
Flight Procedures . In every flying phase throughout
the entire flight training program, the student is taught
flight procedures. These lectures and films are closely
related to the actual control of the aircraft. Since it
would be far too costly and time consuming for the instruc-
tor to teaca procedures in the air, this is done on the
ground before take off, leaving the instructor free to






































Films are used extensively to teach flight proce-
»B, At several stages during his training, the student
Is introduced to the n ;>e of aircraft he will fly,
through the use of xaoti ctures. The proper taxiing
procedure and use of brakes Is shown in the early stages.
The maneuvers which the student will perform in the air are
discussed and presented on film* Precision flying, emer-
gency procedures, acrobatics, carrier landing procedures,
and carrier landing signals are all shown in this aanrr
Instrument procedures and ground-oontrolled-approaches are
also included in the eighteen flight procedure films*
Models are used extensively in flight procedure
training—especially in showing flight maneuvers in three
dimensions* Kockups of the pilots compartment and control
panels of several different types of aircraft are used to
give the pilot an intimate acquaintance with the type of
aircraft he will fly.
Since things look different from the air, and since
there are many training aircraft using the same field at the
same time, student pilots must be thoroughly briefed on t
procedures for leaving and entering the traffic patterns of
all of the fields where training is conducted. Charts are
often used to present this information to the student.
Figure 6 shows an instructor briefing a student on the land-
ing pattern to be employe










































utilized in tee. : flight proe?. I to the student* The
,.i trainer, shown in Figure 1* is a mocicup of a a t.
Th. complete Ij enclosed, has a full set of flight
lnstruita responds to the control movements of the
pilot in almost the same manner as would an actual aircraft*
Ttie link trei IAS proved invaluable in teaching instru-
ment flight pro »0. Operational flight trainers, v
are als: I in teaching flight procedures, are much larger
than a link trainer. They may be a mocleup of a complete
pilot's compartment, and pilot, co-pilot, and flight engi-
neer may all be trained at the same time. The simulated
flight given by these trainers becomes quite real to the











































MOTION PICTURES AND FUOHT TRAINING PHOBLSMS
There are several ma^or problems which are continu-
tfly encountered by the Navy in its &s to train
pilots* One of these ia the cost—both in time and in
money—<: olng a well-trained aviator. Another serious
problem is % parent lessening of the activation to fly
on the part of the youtn of America. Still ant ffi*
culty vihich must be faced is the n&ed to maintain high stan-
dards of safety in a training program which is inherently
dangeroay. '2fneae problems—and the part Ml action pic-
tures play in helping to solve them—is of vital importance
to the success of the Naval aviation training program*
Costs of training ! time and money * The costs of
training a pilot have continued to soar since world War II*
Just as the aircraft of today have Increased in complexity,
so has the nature of the training which the pilots must
receive in order to fly them. At the present time, an
expenditure of #60,000 per year is required for each stuc
undergoing flight training* With this large amount of mon-
ey % spent on every student, the training program 1
i
Haval Air Tr . Training Your Air Navy
(Pensacola, Florida; tf* S* Naval Air Station, 19$b), p. 3o

under . ve th m train-
ing and to 2*edv. L.
It bviof. Le to teach stoitiea to fly
by the '• - and other
log aids alone. There are tin motor efcllli
flying an aircrafr oh can b- ting
fche centre. .'craft, Heny of these motor skills
can be learned much mo, i flight, if the
is give <tx>graa i .ted training on the
gm paring hi/n to learn these
kill I air. In I flying, for example, if
skill V&14 —except military and
airline pilots. Practice la instrument flying is costly and
something whicn the average pilot cannot affo. ,
•nent training programs In the Navy are a combination
of lectures, films, audio-visual aide, and actual ;t
praa%lee< Bit principles and pxK>ceduree of instrument fly*
ing are given to the Student lectures, and I orraa-
tlon le reenforoed and. expanded by the use of audio-visual
aids. Then tne stud- La given an opportunity to ' the
lime trainer. In Ay
r*ea3es hi is understanding of instrument flight
out he also acquires some of the basic motor ski
]
sary in flying an aircraft without any outside visual refer-
ence. By the time ne actually enters an aircraft to prac-
trument flying, the student hae learned enou&i about

the subject to enable him to master this skill in a fraction
of the time ta&t ,/ould have been require an
given prior training*
Motion pictures are also used to teach many other
motor BKills which are necessary in flying* Flight
duress in all phases of the program are taught wit aid
films which show the student how to perform the mane
vers. One of the techniques employed in teaching skills of
this type—whic- been verified by results obtained from
the Instructional Film Research Program—is the "subjective"
placing of the camera* If the performance is snown on the
screen I ty the learner would see it if he were actually
performing the maneuver himself, the film vail be more
effect! v in if the camera angle is from the point of view
of the observer*
The techniques of landing and of taking off are shown
in this manner, and emergency procedures are also presented
visually to the student* 1*raining students on the ground is
less expensive and much less dangerous, as well as less
time -consumlng, than the same training which is given in the
air*
•Rie actual physical control of the aircraft, however,
g
Ol H* Roshan, Kffoots of Learne
r
tepresentatlon in
- * o • • .:,.-_- m-iibtor r^srnin^TTrecnni .V.' "' "Trt
SDfc 2c9-'7~^.' Instructional Film Research Program^ State
College, Pennsylvania! Pennsylvania State College, 19^9)*
•
is only one or the many things a pilot must learn. He nil
master this, of course, if he is to be entrusted with the
responsibility of equipment worth perhaps several mill!
dollars and the lived of others who must fly ft* But
he must also master and maintain a :owledge of all
the other subjects which have been discussed previously.
There is a great deal of factual information whic
cospectlve pilot and K r must learn and
retain throughout nie Naval career. Films can be used to
great advantage in teaching this factual Information, leav-
.% the Instructor free to concentrate on other aree
study*^ Much time can often be saved in th
Altnough training films, if utilized properly, can
result in a substantial saving of both time and money, the
cost .; often runs into a considerable figui
At resent time, trie coat of producing a training film
is approximately one thousand dollars per minute of running
time. It is obvious that, Mitier these conditions, motion
pictures cannot be inserted indiscriminately into the avia-
tion training program. A determination must first be made
^Abram M« VanderM cti/enosk Of
Instruction by* Filias £xclu TTi ftl.-.p
and Sta Lecture Metno [Tech ical eport 5DC 2d9-7-12i
Program ; State Colle&e J Pennsy 1
-
van!a State College, 1930).
I
te Notea on Training Films," Naval Training
Bulletin, Bureau of Naval Personnel ("Washington! Government
Printing Office, January, . 15.

as to whether or n ma can be used to teach the particu-
lar tB ur< more vely than other
methods of instruction, and If so, ooe
effie of learning bur© which must be
made t Shs film.
The Instructional Film Research Program, v.hi:
investigating the el of
rig filr . are w
applicable to some of the problems of training
aviator;* • rhe experiment© c or
example, did not show any general c creased leara-
ing as a result of using color in 1;
This leads to the conci that, unless ti .tself
is an important part of t iolor being t
only mean dentifying different items—the increase.
cost of the color film is not offset by increased lc g9
Uhe conclusions reached by the Ins timetional Film
Research Program, if applied carefully and critically to
and utilisation of films for flight 45,
can result in a saving of both time and money as well as an
increase in the efficiency of learning by the flight stu-
tftnti ,
, Relative Effectiveness of Colo
d White in : : Torial Films, (T
tat » ' ' " "T S "i" ' '» ' ' wi 'i « ».' ' —
-28, ins ". Film Research Program* ;
College, Pennsylvania! Pennsylvania College,

Motivation of student: , I -i is
constantly growing more ous, iiost
©em to be losing I en desire to fly
evident I Both I Air 1
are f us it • difficult to r«- >-
sary numbers of candidates for flight tx*aining
must have to saaintaln tnelr aviation forces in a proper
state of readiness*
Obtaining flight students is not, however, a Olrect
problem of flight training schools. Their problem it to
keep the students who are already in the program well moti-
vated with a desire to complete the program and to fly with
the Havy, ©lis is becoming more difficult for several
reasons. One is that flying has lost some of the glamour
which it held in its infancy. The day of rugged individual-
ism in military flying is past. The present military pilot
is a well-trained and well -disciplined aviator who does not
throw regulations to the wind aa soon as he enters an air-
craft. Another reason for the difficulty in keeping st
dents in the flight training program is the sociological
changes which have occurred during the past twenty years.
According to Vice Admiral John Pale Price, former Chief of
Naval Air Training!
Young men of today tend to look upon flying as a
vocation comparable to any other profession. T
Idly weigh its assets and liabilities as
jobs in t Lai world. She larger
trainees required meai at a larger p of
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those not well motivated are accepted, We still have as
many men entering ing progr- ko havi
ability, and enthusiasm as we used to have, but
-re many more in addl tot basically have
There are many facte ^e to this la«
of motivation on the part of many fllghtt trainees. Admiral
Price lists the following among the most important
t
1. Vie are not in an all-out war. Tn
not being attacked; there is no obvious current threat
to our existence*
Ttie draft law requires only two years of com-
pulsory military service* Plight trainees sign up
for years. If they discontinue flight training,
all they nave to complete is two year
3, The trainees are living in a pe sfla-
tion. Jobs are plentiful and money is easy to make,
especially for young men of such fine caliber,
cadet's pay is inadequate as compa ith the in*
of his civilian colleagues* In addition,
for future military pay likewise provides little incen-
tive,
4, The additional pay which is given for extra-
hazardous duty is in constant jeopardy*
5* There is little real security to offer the
student* The pay, the career, the retirement benefits,
and even the day-to-day existence of the military man
depend entirely on legislation which is conetanfcl
subject to change*?
Maintaining a high motivational level for a student
who is eager to fly is no real problem. It is tne flight
student who enters the program without being sure that this
*Xt to Recruit Pliers* Interviev . . . ; Vice
Admiral John Bale Price, " U ,
n
S , Hews and World Keport,





is :1 rea. i > must toe 4aged and
has made the right I .tlon pic-
tures play their part in helping to motivate the student.
Appeals are made to ni Man:/ of the films of
Naval aviation combat in World lar II are still
part that the Navy played in winning the war is e ad
the fact that Naval aviation, of ; he is a part, vd.ll
play a major role in del Unit ates
attacked again is impressed upon the student. The idea of
excitement and adventure is stressed by showing films of the
Navy in in all over t, These motion pictures
also pot t the travel opportunities the student
iave as an aviator flying *ith the Havy.
The attrition rate in the Navy flight training pro-
gram—the percentage of students Mho fail to complete the
course of instruction—-has decreased until it nas reached a
level of slightly less than twenty-four tt« Figure 8
shows the attrition rate in Naval air training since World
IX, The lowering of the attrition rate indicates that
more reliable methods of selecting students for flight
training are being devised and that more of those ca l,es
who are unfit for flight are being eliminated by such
methods.
Flight safety . Plying is inherently dangerous. The































































earth result .Ituatle. ye to accidents much m.
than in moat other fields of endeavor. Vice Admiral John I s
Caasldy, . b in £;sy, .
that Mavai aviation in r times more hasa;
than flying a scheduled airline. According to Adr
Caasic out of every four who qualify as pile
-
bs to lose his life in an aviation accident. "
Because of the I dangerous na of flj
a vigorous urogram of aviation safety, designed to redu
aviation accidents to a minimum, constantly must be directed
toward flight trainees—as well as toward qualified
aviators* Apparently the weakest link in the chain I •
flight safety is the pilot himself, A far larger proport
of aviation accidents is caused by error in the judgement
the pilot than by any other factor. Flying Is a field in
wh nutty pilot must strive to be perfect. The ©lightest
error he makes, whether in flight planning, control manipu-
lation, emergency procedures, or any other phase of flight,
can lead to conditions which are potentially fatal. Many
studies have been and are being conducted on the psychologi-
cal relationship of the pilot to flight safety.
One of the way© in which motion picture© aid in the
aviation safety program is to make the flight student aware










or the need Tor safety ii . ..fc. Very i
student aerate-. . .;fe In t flying
The t dually mvX ..iecause the pilot .<.re of
the devc and I time he does realise the
-
-.-'Uatlon it ia beyond nil to c:
of the More common dan ( .. igfrt can be presented to the
trainee through the use of aiotio t. Films are
ideal for this because dangerous situations can be
presented on film without any danger to the atudent who I
viewing the hap g*« Bi is taught to r ize the
poi 1 trouble at an early stage of development is
able to analyse the factors » caused t: .matlon of
ingerous situation, and be can be taught how to avoid
similar situations. Of course , not all the dangerous situ*
ations of flight can be m film—these are practically
unllalte •/ of the more common causes of accide
in flight training are presented in this manner*
Visual presentation of this sort is also beneficial
;.* i.to^ :.•.-. ... , ,...,.,..• tappen m fmat la attorn ft.Urt.mft
>tj instead of concentrating so at he
is doing at tine moment, must be planning ahead at all times*
If the student can be taught to i .orate tive
approach to safety into planning, it will greatly aid
rec lances of his having an accident*
the accident rate <, flight training pro-




' ivaneed Training in
the latest year for fig1 . m availabl
Figur ihe accident rate in Basic Training and in
Advanced training front to 1955*
fnis steady decrease in the air aident rate
i not, of course, been due solely to the use of aotii>
pictures—many other factors nave contributed to it also.
In order to fly safely. :ver, the pilot must have
plete understanding of all phases of flight* The use of
films to assist in teaching the various sub i in all
stages of the flight training program helps the pilot to

































































































Thi-i thesis has discussed the development of audio-
visual training within the Kaval organization. The ground
and flight syllabi of Pre-Plight, Basic Training, and
Advanced Training have been reviewed. The particular
courses and areas within the flight training program where
motion pictures are uti ." nave been examined In detail
and their relatlonshi ether audio-visual aids has be
discussed. Some of emblems of the flight training
.'schools and the extent to which Motion pictures help to
solve these problems have been analysed.
The use of motion pictures and other audio al
training aids was quite limited la train xsgrama
throughout the Navy prior to World War II • fcreme-:
influx of men into the service after the start of the war
and the need to train tnese men quickly and thoroughly gave
«
rise to the audio-visual program within the Navy. T;
training Aids Development Center, the Special Devi.
Center, and the Naval Photographic Center were all crea;
during World War II.
The pat .on cadet fo.i lae




aTraining, and Advanced Training, Through
program of grouna scnool and flignt training^
roxim teen months, the student acquire
Li cige tfhlen are necessary -- uom-
erforraance aircraft which are useci
today
•
There are 1X2 different filmy 11 i syllal
of the flight training program, and ti<
equal number of unlisted but often-used fi of t
motion pictures used Mf* produced, during World II.
These training films still give excellent coverage of t
material presented, and no need to repl, iem ha. 1, been
felt.
Otner audio -visual aids, as mockupa, cut-aways,
models, and grapnic materials, are used in conjunction with
motion pictures. In many cases, tae actual equipment uno.
ausslon is used in classroom situations.
II. C0NCU/3I0
Motion pictures are utilized in every phase of flight
training, tthen they are carefully Integrated Into t
training syllabus and are pz-operly utilized, the use of
motion pictures re Lb more and better learning on the
part of the students as well as a considerable saving in
both the time and money required for training
Mu otual information la taught primari *ough

the ttM of filra«. This enable ' '"-tor to
much more of t I ct mactor i length eJ s,
Films all In the retention of evbject matter.
The motor skills of flying cannot I .ght d ,ly
by films, but films can aid in shortening the time reqp
to learn such I Many of the procedures and technique
a
of flying are she film, These procedures and tech-
niques are then practiced in synthetic devices §1
link trainers and the operational flight trainers* tffeen the
student is ready to learn the maneuvers in the air, he I
been so well indoctrinated as to wnat in ,SOing to learn
and ho® ^rform the maneuvers that the actual learn-
ing occurs in a much shorter time tha, d ot
required.
In many phases of the flight training program, motion
pictures art closely related to other audlo-viaual tralnii
aids* Lectures, films, and aids are cor.; to teach sub-
ject matte oh would be much more I cult to teach and
to understand if taught by on© method alone,
III, RECOMMENDATIONS
Although motion pictures are lised extensively
throughout the flight training program, there mre oertfi
areas where additional films could be used to advantage.
Film?* on celestial navigation, for example, would aid in the
teaching of this difficult subject and would also hel
s!
student to acquire a better basic un 'tanking
.
..?ct
whi • Important to ov ^,er navigation. Tnese same
film could also serve another vc. • Mai
expert e:. ,>rs, who . : not had occ
celestial navigation during the past few years, «Ott<
these films as a review of Hit eet.
There films listed within the syllabus at the
present time which teach the types and techniques of gunnery
runs, Films on this subject, emphasizing the tive
camera angle, could prove of great value in teaching stu-
dents this phase of gunnery.
A series of films designed to motivate the flight
student and to Increase his desire to complete the training
program should prove beneficial In reducing the attrition
rate in tot Naval Air Training Command. Films are used at
the present tim<t* to try bo accompli sh this, but these films
were originally made for another purpose and were not pro-
duced primarily to motivate and flig!.. .;dent&.
Careful consideration should be given to the making
of motion pictures which will become obsolete quic For
example, there are more than twenty films on recognition
listed in the Navy Film Catalogu; n apply to obsolete
aircraft. Principles of recognition can and should be
taught by motion pictures, but tne use of film strips to
teach I] i Lc aircraft recognition is much more p i L«
They can be made at a fraction of the cost and time requix
.
to produce a film, and can be iplify the si
recognition slides which &r
fhe fcm. nlng
command could be examined to see if full use is being made
ox" tin national potential of films. nts X
more from films when they are motivated to learn* T :>w-
ing on rainy days of many films which it been inte-
grated « illy into I U tx'ainlng syllat. 11
result in extremely inefficient st learning as com-
pared fei .nlng syllabu
to augment and reenforce the syllabus training. Admittedly,
there are many problems .ving an efficient foul-
weather syllabus, but the effe utilise
made of such time is well worth tne difficult
Because of the higii cost of producing films, all
instructors and curriculum planners should be versed thor-
oughly in the proper utilization of mot.; -ictares*
also should have a basic understanding of tne production
pr: and problems. The conclusions of the Inst al
Film Research Program, if given wide distribution, woul
immeasurably in increasing the efficiency of the films pro-
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S&LE LIST OF mCLAS . ..OtfWO FILMS
USED IN THE NAVY FLIG UNO PROGRAM
A. /, ; •.
ology - Air Masses and Fronts.
'
; Film MH-119D. 20 .
utes, color, sound,
"Aerology - The Cold Front. ' Film MN-119&. IS minutes,
color, sound, 1942
.
"Aerology • Fog," Film WU119B. 24 minutes, color aid,
;,Aeroloty - Ice Formation on Aircraft." Film KN-1I9A- 47
aes, black and white, 3ound, 194}.
"Aerology - The Occluded Fronts. " Film MN-119Q. 20 min-
utes, color, soun. 44.
"Aerology (Thunderstorr - Part I - 'Formation and Str
ture of Thunderstorms/' Film MN-7409A. 15 minutes,
black and white, sound, I953«
"Aerology - f UM Front." Film MN-1I9F. 20 tft,
color, sound, 194}
«
"Atmospheric Stability and Instability - Adiab&tic Process."
Film MN-7394B. 12 minutes, color, sound,
"At v ?ric Stability and Instability - Stability and the
bher.'1 Film MN-7894D. 8 minutes, color, sound,
"Precipitation Static." Film MN-5789. 19 minutes, black
ltm 9 sound, 1
B. EHGINEEKIKG
"craft Ignition Systems - Magneto Ignition." Film
K 3. 21 Klnut«! ite, sound, 19:
;•
•2
I tent Speeu - c • and
Operation/* Film KA-5Q1A* 12 minutes, t-
sound, 19*
Li .e Propellers - ,x>matic Pr
Theory and Opera* Film MA-882A. 16 minutes, bis
and white, sound, I,
"Basic Slecti - $ ;at It I
MK-806lC» 5 minute 8, black and white, sound, 195^
•
"Baal Magnets PreSnee S]
HN-8C black and white, sound, IS
"Basic Hydt s. r ' Film KM~5027A* 9 minutes, eolo-
pund,
"Carbon Pile Voltage Regulators • Direct Current Regula-
tors - Principles of Operation/' Film MM-4561A.
minuter laek tw ite, sound, 19^5.
clone Combust!* Film MC-227A. 25 minutes, black at
lite , sound, 194
"Operation of Jet Aircraft Engines." Film HA-f, 21
minutes, blac*; a cte,
C. FLIGHT PRO
"Basic Air to Air Gunnery." Film MN-7398J. 2$ minutes,
black and white, sound, 19^4.
"Carrier Landing Signals. 1' Film KN-7412A. 18 minutes,
black and white, sound, 1
"Carrier Operations - Airurart tesvoui ?ilm MH-i^D.
minutes, black and white, sound, 19*3*
"Ground Control of Mrplo Film MN-3&23. 13 minutes,
k and unite, , 19*5«
"Ground Controlled A. ;>f Aircraft - Operational Pro-
sed , Lla MN-t mia tes, black an* i .ce,
sound, 19 ; -
"Proe*. -. for Carrier Lfl g Practice," Film MN-7^1-
minutea, ite, sound, 1952,

"Aircraft Ma-, {Suns &n& Qmmon - .50 Caliber- Machine Gun
Operation.
"
.m MA '.. 15 minutes, bla te,
sound, 1942.
"Dive Bombing - Drift and Deflection C'orrectio Fii I
MN-86B. 24 minutes, black and white, so ij»
'Dive Bombing - The Moving Target," Film MN-86K lb min-
utes, black and white, sound, 19*t3«
"Pinter Combat Tactics - The Use of the Illuminated 0un-
sight. " Film &JI-84A, 22 minutes, black and Wait.
sound, 1945.
"Intro&u to Dive Borat
I
Film MN-86A, 25 minutes,
blae^ ind white, sound.
-uise of t . Parragut." Film MN-6737* 33 min-
utes , blaeK and white, sound, 19f
"Enlisted Classification - The Right Man for tae Right Jo. ,
Film MN-7207. 20 minutes, black and white, sound, 1951.
"Fighting lady's Famil;. Film MN-6739. 33 minutes, blacic
and white, sound, 195
"The Haval Establisiiment - The Navy Department*
MK A. 16 minutes, black and whlt-
"The Naval Establlohraent - The .Shore Establishment ~.l -
MH-6992B. 12 minutes, black and white,
"Safeguarding Military Information. ' Film HA-6865, 16 min-
utes, black and white, sound, 1949.
"Seapower in the Pacific." Film MN-6124. 20 rn.lii.-tes, black
and white, sound, 1946,
x>ard Organization." Film Wf-6801. 18 minutes, black
and white, sound, 195&*
"The Story of Naval Avl&tx lira ltt-7< T minutes,
black and white, sound, 195^
•
•^HMl« (
o"The Uniform Cods of Military Justice - The Code arid Yc
F~.. I -; ->A. 24 ; lack i d,
'The . q£ Mil;.. stice - Kon-Ju xish-
Mil MN-73V. black and white,
52*
"The Uniform Code of Military Justice - Special Court
Mart. Film MA-0865. 16 minutes, black lite,
md,
F. HAVICrATIQN
"Aid& to Navigation - How to Use Navigational Aids." Film
h4D&ft£« 7 minutes, color, sound, .
"Aids to Navigation - Lignthouses and Lightship I - L:-
M&-202AA. 9 minutes, color, sound, 1944,
"Muiti-JSngii* Plane Navigation," art !• Fila MM-155?'A,
minutes, black and white., sound, I
"Navigation - Aerial Map Reading." Film MN-83M. 2k min-
utes, black and white » sounds 1944.
"Navigation - Charts.' Film MN-33. is minutes, blaex and
white, sound, 1942,
"Navigation - Dead Reckoning (Air). " Film MK-SJJ. 3* min-
utes, black and whiter sound, 1944,
"Navigation • Plotting Board - .ting Board. '*
Htrt 1 »" Film MN-8>Ai>. 10 minutes,
blaek tad And, 1944.
"Navigation * Plotting Boar*.
Part II 'Geographic f-iotj Marls uter.*'
MH-S^AE. 12 minutes, bi sound, 1944.
0. I OF FLIGHT
'Compressibility Effects on Naval Aircraft. ' Film MN-5895.
"clack fti ite, sound, 1947
•
Elementary Aircra La MN-8O37. 17 min-




utes, black and whit Wif 1930.
u :. r:.-,\-Z'.'.'-l=
'Airborne Liferaft - Kad&r Reflecto; Pllm MN-4495. 11
minutes , black a felt*, sound, 1944*
staway. ' Film MN-250GA. 61 minutes, b: ite,
sound, 19 '-
"Emergency Rescue Equipment - The Signaling Mirror. "' F:
MO-5344. 10 minutes, black and white,
,
19^4.
"Making Sea Water Drinkable with the Solar Still and Pe salt-
ing &it. ! ' Film WN-7913. 1* minutes, black and whit
sound, 195%
'Survival in the Arctic Tuu Film MA-0948. 70 minutes,
color, sound, 19^9*
"Use of Parachutes. 1 Film MN-£>301. 15 minutes, black and
white, sound, 19 ;
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